Although most colorectal cancers are chromosomally unstable, the basis for this instability has not been defined. To determine whether genes shown to cause chromosomal instability in model systems were mutated in colorectal cancers, we identified their human homologues and determined their sequence in a panel of colorectal cancers. We found 19 somatic mutations in five genes representing three distinct instability pathways. Seven mutations were found in MRE11, whose product is involved in double-strand break repair. Four mutations were found among hZw10, hZwilch/FLJ10036, and hRod/KNTC, whose products bind to one another in a complex that localizes to kinetochores and controls chromosome segregation. Eight mutations were found in Ding, a previously uncharacterized gene with sequence similarity to the Saccharomyces cerevisiae Pds1, whose product is essential for proper chromosome disjunction. This analysis buttresses the evidence that chromosomal instability has a genetic basis and provides clues to the mechanistic basis of instability in cancers.
Introduction
A very large fraction of cancers consists of cells with an abnormal chromosomal content, called aneuploidy (1) . Aneuploidy is often associated with chromosomal instability (CIN), a condition in which cancer cells gain and lose whole chromosomes or large parts thereof at elevated rates compared with normal cells (2) . The molecular basis of CIN has remained mysterious. Many mechanisms have been postulated to be responsible for CIN (3, 4) . Like other phenotypes characteristic of cancer, it is possible that mutations in genes that control chromosome stability are responsible for CIN. However, only a small number of human cancers with mutations in genes known to cause experimental forms of CIN have been identified. These genes include hBUB1, ATM, ATR, BRCA1, and BRCA2, each of which is very infrequently mutated in nonfamilial cancers (5) (6) (7) (8) . Increased copy numbers of aurora2/STK15 and PLK1 have been reported to occur in a higher fraction of cancers (9 -12) , but no definitive mutations of these genes have been identified, and their contribution to CIN remains conjectural. 5 In contrast, a large number of genes have been identified that trigger CIN when mutated in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (13, 14) . These genes are involved in a variety of cellular pathways including chromosome condensation, sister-chromatid cohesion, kinetochore structure and function, microtubule formation, and cell cycle control. Similarly, several genes can cause CIN in Drosophila melanogaster when genetically altered (15, 16) . Based on these observations, we wondered whether the previous failures to detect mutations in potential CIN genes in human cancers were simply due to the fact that there are a large number of such genes, only a small number of which have been analyzed.
Materials and Methods
Gene Identification. Yeast genes that can cause an instability phenotype were identified in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome. 6 The corresponding protein sequences were used to search for human homologues in the Celera draft human genome sequence. In addition, several genes were selected by close homology to identified human genes and Celera hCTs or by membership to the same Panther protein family. All exons and adjacent intronic sequence of these genes were extracted from the Celera draft human genome sequence.
PCR and Sequencing. Primers for PCR amplification and sequencing were designed using the Primer 3 program 7 and were synthesized by MWG (High Point, NC) or IDT (Coralville, IA). PCR amplification and sequencing were performed on tumor DNA from 24 early-passage cell lines as described previously (17) 
Results and Discussion
We compiled a list of more than 1000 genes by computational identification of human homologues of "instability" genes of yeast and D. melanogaster. From this list, 100 candidate genes were selected based on the strength of the phenotypes observed in yeast or D.
melanogaster and the extent of similarity to the human homologue ( Table 1 ). The complete sequence of these genes was then determined in a panel of colorectal cancers.
Public and private genomic databases were used to extract the 1351 exons that encode the 100 candidate genes, and 5022 primers were designed for PCR amplification and sequencing (Supplementary Table 1). Using these primers, each exon was then individually amplified and sequenced from DNA of 24 colorectal cancers. This analysis revealed the presence of 373 variations not present in current human genomic databases. To find out whether these variations were somatic (i.e., tumor specific), we determined whether any of them were present in DNA from matching normal tissues of the patients in whom the mutations were originally detected. We thereby discovered somatic mutations in five genes. All five genes were then analyzed for mutations in a larger panel of tumors including 168 additional colorectal cancers. Altogether, more than 10 Mb of DNA was sequenced, allowing us to identify 19 somatic mutations distributed among three classes of genes ( Table 2 ; Fig. 1 ).
MRE11. Eight somatic mutations in seven different CIN cancers were found in the MRE11 gene (Table 2) . Four mutations generated premature translational stop signals within exons 7, 8, or 13 ( Fig. 1) , whereas the others were missense mutations; all but one of these were heterozygous. MRE11 is known to be involved in DNA double-strand break repair and participates in exonuclease and endonuclease activities (18) . Hypomorphic mutations in MRE11 have been described in two families with ataxiatelangiectasia-like disorder (19) . The cellular features resulting from these mutations are similar to those seen in ataxiatelangiectasia as well as in patients with the Nijmegen breakage syndrome and include hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation, radioresistant DNA synthesis, and abrogation of ATM-dependent events. The mutations listed in Table 1 represent the first report of MRE11 mutations in human cancers. MRE11 is known to form complexes with the hRad50 and NBS1 proteins, whose role in genomic stability is well documented. Recently published homozygous knockouts of MRE11 in vertebrate cells showed that this gene is essential for cell proliferation and the maintenance of a normal chromosomal content (20, 21) .
hZw10, hZwilch, and hRod. We found four somatic mutations in the hZw10, hZwilch/FLJ10036, and hRod/KNTC1 genes ( Table 2 ). The mutation in hRod was a homozygous missense change (Fig. 1) , whereas the heterozygous mutation in Zwilch affected a splice acceptor site predicted to result in a premature truncation of the Zwilch RNA in its fifth exon. The other two mutations were heterozygous missense changes in hZw10 (Fig. 1) . These three genes act in the same pathway and cause a severe CIN phenotype when mutated in D. melanogaster. Both Zw10 and Rod (rough deal) mutations disrupt the 
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accuracy of chromosome segregation in D. melanogaster and promote aberrant anaphases that lead to aneuploidy (22) (23) (24) . Rod, Zwilch, and Zw10 proteins each localize to the kinetochore in an identical manner and function in the spindle checkpoint (25, 26) . Recent experiments show that the human homologues of these three genes (hRod, hZwilch, and hZw10) are physically associated and function together in a large, evolutionarily conserved complex (26, 27) . Interestingly, hRod and hZw10 do not have obvious homologues in budding yeast.
Ding. The Ding gene was found to be somatically mutated in eight CIN cancers. These tumors did not overlap with those containing mutations in MRE11, hRod, hZw10, or hZwilch. One mutation affected the splice donor site two bases downstream of the last codon in exon 7. Another mutation resulted in a stop codon within exon 14 and the other six mutations were missense changes ( Fig. 1; Table 1 ). Ding is a previously uncharacterized gene (KIAA0853) that was selected for sequence analysis because its COOH terminus is homologous (20% identity, 46% similarity) with the yeast protein Pds1. Pds1 is an anaphase inhibitor in budding yeast and plays a critical role in the control of anaphase (28, 29) . Its human ortholog, hSecurin is essential for the proper function and processing of the separin protease, for separin-dependent cleavage of the cohesion subunit Scc1, and for maintaining chromosome stability (30) .
These data provide novel evidence to support the hypothesis that CIN has a genetic basis. However, analysis of mutations in tumors is complicated by the fact that mutations can arise either as functional alterations driving neoplasia or as nonfunctional "passenger" changes. Two independent lines of evidence suggested that the alterations we observed were functional rather than accidental. First, the distribution of mutations was strikingly nonrandom: seven mutations in MRE11; four in the hRod/hZw10/hZwilch cluster; eight in Ding; and none in 95 other genes. The prevalence of mutations in the coding regions of the five mutated genes was significantly higher than the prevalence of nonfunctional alterations found in the colorectal cancer genome (17) .
It has been unclear whether mutations in one or a few "master" CIN genes is responsible for most CIN cancers or whether CIN is a more "democratic" process, with mutations occurring in dozens or hundreds of different genes, each accounting for only a small portion of CIN cancers. Our sequencing analysis identified somatic mutations in cancer CIN genes that together account for ϳ10% of CIN cancers and supports the democratic model. Our data also substantiate previous ideas about the mechanisms that may contribute to CIN in human cancers (3) . In particular, they suggest that defects in proteins that are involved in double-strand break repair, kinetochore function, and chromatid segregation are likely to contribute to aneuploidy. Future studies to identify mutations in other genes that function in these three functional pathways, in both colorectal and other human cancers, should be informative.
